Meeting Thursday 10.01.15

- Welcome and Introductions
  - Randy Kolset

- Purpose and Focus for ETAC Committee
  - Build a better understanding of technology resources available to parents, students, and teachers
  - Create trainings to support use of technology in the classroom
  - Find out and share ideas about new programs and device technology out in the marketplace

- 1:1 Vision
  - Every student to have a device in their hands

- Researching Needs
  - Researching needs for the school district and other needs as well

- Vetting Proposed Software/Hardware
  - Ideas to put in classroom at district level and school site level
  - Appropriate for students
  - Impact that we want or need for students

- Update on Staffing
  - 8 ISS Specialists supporting 20 different school sites, 4 teachers per school site
  - 3 stay at the DO, 5 go out to the school sites; ISSs provide coaching to implement technology in the classroom
  - 13 Field Techs
  - Elementary schools now have a tech for a day and a half, middle schools have one for 2 days, high school stayed the same but have two people now instead of just one
User Support Manager (Joshua Holmes) oversees ISS group, device setups, and projects for schools
User Support Supervisor (David Lane) monitors tickets, schools that have a high amount of tickets, and tickets that have not been addressed
Network Systems Manager (Doreen Pepers) provides leadership support to network team

- **Ideas**
  - Items will be added to Electronic Agenda to keep everything in one spot
  - Build a Haiku site—a cumulative aggregated area to put everything
  - Parents need to be recruited for ETAC committee
  - Student representatives from each high school should also be present
  - Place to receive suggestions for future trainings on eTrainings site

- **eBadge**
  - Device fluency
  - Every 1st Tuesday of the month; email goes out to sign up
  - 1st 60 people who sign up receive an HP Stream
  - Requirements: Device to stay at OUSD, Video training
  - Get device in Teachers hand
  - Teachers eligible to participate every school year

- **eTrainings**
  - For teachers to make a connection between device and software
  - Genius bar every 1st Friday

- **iTeach**
  - For teachers to make a connection between device and instruction
  - Application needs to be submitted
  - Recommendation from Principal
  - If accepted teacher receives 10 devices and a coach in the classroom
• Digital Citizenship
  ▪ New curriculum
  ▪ Previously known as Internet Safety
  ▪ K-12
  ▪ OCDE offering training program; Leslie Corbett is the contact
  ▪ 3 lessons required, each lesson is 1 hour long
  ▪ PDF lesson is downloadable; google account can be used to register
  ▪ After lesson is completed; needs to be logged in accountability log
  ▪ Teacher Certification is available for 4 hours of training completed
  ▪ School Certification is available if each grade level has at least one teacher certified
  ▪ District Certification is available if enough schools are certified
  ▪ Great site for students to use and post reviews about movies & video games

• Office 365
  ▪ For parents, students, and faculty; 5 licenses are given out to each person
  ▪ Positive feedback received

• Other Items
  ▪ Goal is to have single sign-on
  ▪ More diligent communication with principals and staff in reflection of situation that occurred when Google changed their password policy
  ▪ Teachers can provide their parents with a code to login to Haiku for the elementary school level

Next meeting scheduled for: December 15, 2015
Conference Rooms J2/J3 3:30 - 4:30pm